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ABSTRACT
Objective: to identify the most important predictors of early disability incidence and devise a
simple score of physical frailty.
Hal author manuscript

Methods: a cohort of 545 high-functioning women aged 75 years and older was followed for
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predictors. The regression coefficients of the final multivariate model were scaled and

seven years. Every year, the self-reported loss of at least one instrumental activity of daily
living was chosen as definition of disability. An extension of the logistic regression for
repeated responses, the random-effect model, was used to assess the effects of baseline

rounded to create a practical score.
Results: the proportion of women reporting disability increased from 22.1 percent to 52.1
percent throughout the follow-up. In the multivariate model increasing age, lower
performances in mobility and balance tests, bad perceived health, lower muscle strength,
higher body mass index, lower educational level, lower reported physical activity were strong
predictors of disability. Evaluating the predictive value of the simplified predictive score on
an independent cohort gave a c-statistic equal to 0.71.
Conclusion: the use of a powerful fitting method allows to establish a hierarchy between the
components of physical frailty and to provide a predictive score with substantial practical
value for clinicians and public health professionals.

Key-words: longitudinal studies; logistic models; random-effects models; disability
evaluation; frail elderly
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One important public health goal for an aging society is to minimize the impact of chronic
diseases and impairments on the health status of older adults, to prevent dependency, and to
improve their quality of life. If progress in medical care, together with better life conditions,
Hal author manuscript

account for a longer life span, the counterpart is that the number of very old people at risk of
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adults have chronic disabilities.

becoming disabled is increasing. Several studies suggest that the prevalence of moderate
disability has declined in elderly population, but conflicting results exist about the trend for
more severe stages [1] and the overall prevalence remains very high: 20 percent of older US

Fortunately, older age is not uniformly associated with decline of performance [2], indicating
the potential for effective interventions to promote more successful aging. The results of the
few intervention programs designed to prevent functional decline in older people show that
participants with relatively good functional status or moderate frailty are those who benefit
the most of these programs [3], suggesting that interventions targeted early in the process of
functional decline is potentially very effective. A concept of "frail subjects" is sometime used
to define this target population [4]. Until now only minor attention has been paid to primary
prevention of progressive disability among non-disabled old people. It seems useful to better
characterize this early state of physical frailty associated with later disability.
However, many risk factors are involved in the disability process [5] and thus, a valid
estimation of the weight of each factor is not straightforward. Most of the results are issued
from cross-sectional studies whereas longitudinal studies are far more informative. But the
analysis of repeated outcomes with possible recovery throughout time requires the use of non
classical models that have only recently become available in statistical packages.
The first aim of this study is to identify the most important baseline predictors of the decline
in instrumental activities of daily living (IADL) during a seven-year follow-up in a group of
non-disabled women aged 75 years and over.
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The second aim is to devise an indicator of physical frailty in order either to select healthy
women at risk of becoming disabled within the next few years and liable to benefit from an
intervention program, or to evaluate the global risks in populations.
Hal author manuscript

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
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This article is based on a cohort of 545 high-functioning women aged 75 years and older,
selected from 1547 women recruited in Montpellier, one of the five participating centers of
the French EPIDOS study on the risk of hip fracture [6]. In this center the follow-up was
extended to seven years. To ensure that the selected women have not already begun the IADL
disability process, we considered only those independent in IADL both at inclusion and at the
first year of follow-up (i.e.: performing light or heavy housework, laundry, shopping for
groceries or personal items, preparing meals, using a telephone, taking public transport,
managing money and taking medication without assistance) [7].
In addition the data from the EPIDOS center of Toulouse were used to test the predictive
value of our indicator. This independent sample consisted of 807 women free of disability at
inclusion and followed-up for four years.

Baseline Evaluation
The baseline evaluation was done in the local clinical center by trained doctors and nurses,
and included a questionnaire, a physical examination, a functional assessment, and
measurements of whole body bone mineral density (BMD) and body composition with lean
mass (bone mineral excluded) and fat mass.
Educational level was assessed by a dichotomous variable: obtaining or not the old French
Certificate of Elementary Education generally taken at the age of 14 years.
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Current physical activity was estimated by questions concerning physical exercise (walking,
gymnastics, cycling, swimming, gardening), and heavy housework. The time spent for each
activity was converted into metabolic equivalent (MET) by week and then the overall total
Hal author manuscript

was calculated.
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times between two circles placed 30 cm apart in a sitting position (foot tapping); subjects

Physical performance was assessed by a series of standard tests: quantitative measurements of
grip and quadriceps strength and calf circumference; time taken to stand up and sit down five
times with arms across the chest (chair stands); time taken to tap one foot back and forth ten

were asked twice to walk six meters at normal pace to determine gait speed and step length.
Standing balance was assessed by timed maintenance of the balance in progressively more
challenging positions: side-by-side position, semi tandem position, and tandem position.
Dynamic balance was assessed by testing the ability to walk with the heel of the front foot
touching the big toe of the rear foot (tandem walk).
Corrected binocular visual acuity was measured at a distance of five meters with a Snellen
letter test chart (decimal scale).

Outcome Variable
Every year, women filled out a mail questionnaire in which they were asked whether they
were able to do the eight basic IADL without assistance. Women were scored on a
dependence scale equivalent to the number of activities for which they needed assistance. Our
variable of interest is a repeated binary outcome taking the value one if the yearly IADL score
is positive and otherwise zero. Other cut-off points (score ≥ two and score ≥ three) were also
investigated to check if the same risk factors were found again.

Statistical Analysis
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The analysis includes six steps: 1) the sample was described and compared to the group of
women with no IADL evaluation during the follow-up or missing data for at least one
baseline covariable, using Student’s t-test or Wilcoxon’s test for quantitative variables and
Hal author manuscript

Chi square test for qualitative variables; 2) a comprehensive analysis was carried out in order
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according to their source and availability in a typical clinical setting. Five categories of

to identify the baseline factors linked to the outcome variable of IADL decline. Every
potential factor was tested in a univariate model, adjusted on time since inclusion and age at
inclusion. 3) Predictors that were significant in the previous step were grouped into categories

factors were used in our analysis: mobility, standing and dynamic balance, grip and
quadriceps strength, body composition, perceived health. Several factors were not grouped:
self-reported physical activity, visual acuity, educational level and body mass index (BMI)
change since the age of 30 years. The predictors within each category were entered groupwise into a multivariate model. 4) The remaining significant predictors from each model were
entered into a global multivariate model and the final selection of the covariables was done
using a descending step by step method. 5) The regression coefficients of the final model
were scaled and rounded to integers to create a score easy to implement. Optimal scaled and
rounded coefficients were calculated using the algorithm proposed by Cole [8]. This
algorithm consists in finding the smallest common multiplier, k, which permits each estimated
coefficient to be transformed into an integer without too much loss of precision. 6) The
predictive value of this new scoring system was evaluated using the set of data provided by
the EPIDOS center of Toulouse. The performance of this prognostic score was assessed using
the c-statistic that is identical to the area under the receiver operator characteristic curve in the
case of a binary outcome [9]. This statistic was calculated on the overall repeated observations
throughout the 7 years of follow-up.
In longitudinal studies, the within subject responses (IADL) are correlated. This correlation
was accounted for by using an extension of the logistic regression, the random-effect model
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[10]. The justification for applying this model to our data is extensively discussed in [11].
Briefly, this model has two basic characteristics: (i) subjects with incomplete responses across
time are included in the analysis, (ii) subjects do not have to be measured at the same time
Hal author manuscript

points. In particular, the subjects who died during the seven years of follow-up are included in
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Let Yij denote the binary outcome (IADL > 0) corresponding to the jth response (jth year in

the analysis until the date of their death. This model allows the within-subjects dependency to
vary from a subject to another, by the means of the random part (ui) of the covariables linear
combination.

the study, j=1 to 7), evaluated at the time tij, of the ith subject (i=1 to 545). Let also Xik be the
baseline covariates (k=1 to p). The estimated model is :
p

Logit ( P(Yij = 1/ tij , X ik , ui ) ) = α 0 + α1tij + α 2 age + α 3 (age ∗ tij ) + ∑ β k X ik + ui
k =1

The parameters α0, α1, α2, α3, βk’s are common to all the subjects, while the ui’s are
individual parameters of propensity to become disabled, constant through time. The scaled
rounded coefficients of the final scoring system (step 5 of the analysis) are provided by
multiplying the estimated parameters, α1, α2, α3, βk’s, by the optimal scaling multiplier, k,
and rounding them to the nearest integers. The SAS procedure NLMIXED was used to
estimate the parameters. The final multivariate model was validated with the WinBUGS
statistical software [12]. The quartile values of each quantitative potential risk factor were
determined, thus forming three groups: lower quartile, middle quartiles and higher quartile.
This categorization makes it possible to compare the odds ratio between the predictive factors
to be compared.

RESULTS
Among the 691 women free of disability at inclusion and year one, data for at least one
baseline factor were missing for 146 subjects; the final analysis thus includes 545 women.
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Subjects are described in table 1. A significant difference in age was found between the 545
selected women and the 146 excluded women. The women included in the analysis were
younger (median age of 79 years compared to 80 years in the excluded group, p<0.005). Most
Hal author manuscript

of them (92.7 percent) lived at home.
The proportion of women reporting disability (table 2) increased from 22.1 percent at the end
of the second year to 52.1 percent at the end of the seventh year. During the seven years,
recovery from disability – that is an IADL score going back to zero - was observed at least
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once in 155 women (28.4 percent). Some women gave intermittent answers. For example,
among the 432 women still providing a response at year seven, 83 women (19.2 percent) had
at least one observation missing in the previous years. The actual time between yearly
assessments and inclusion varied from one woman to another and the range tended to be
higher at the end of the follow-up. Consequently, time is considered as a continuous
covariable in the subsequent models. Vital status was known throughout the seven years for
all the participants, even for those who no longer sent back the questionnaires. The total
number of deaths was 63 (11.6 percent) by the end of the study.

Tables 3a and 3b give the univariate odds ratios (OR) and the 95 percent confidence intervals
(95%CI) for all the predictive factors significantly related to disability defined by a positive
IADL score. The predictors are presented according to the groups of pre-selection for the final
model. Twenty-one factors were found to be significantly associated with disability.
The final multivariate model is presented in table 4 with the risk factors in the order of
importance. The parameters and the odds ratios corresponding to the time since inclusion,
interaction age *time and nine remaining significant risk factors are given. For three
covariables (gait speed, physical activity and BMI), the middle category was removed from
the final model since its parameter was very close to zero.
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Concerning the predictors measured at baseline, the strongest belonged to the "mobility"
group. Compared to the quartile of best performances, the odds ratio (95%CI) corresponding
to lower performances was equal to 7.62 (3.86, 15.04), 6.31 (3.26, 12.19) and 5.31 (2.43,
Hal author manuscript

11.59) for, respectively, time to complete five chair stands, gait speed and number of steps to
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the most discriminating. At last, the group "body composition" was also predictive, with

walk six meters. In the multivariate model the first two remained significant. In second place,
the group of balance tests (ten foot taps, standing in tandem position and tandem walk) was
also very important but in the multivariate model the ability to stand in tandem position was

measures such as BMI, relative fat mass being very significant in the univariate model. In the
final model, BMI seems the best measure of body composition for predicting disability. Both
the grip and quadriceps strength were significant in the univariate analysis but only the grip
strength remains in the final model.
Concerning the factors collected by the questionnaire, the group "perceived health" was
particularly noteworthy, with two variables remaining in the final model: self-rated health and
fear of falling. Declared physical activity and educational level were also very significant.
The algorithm calculating a simpler score from the final model, leads to an optimal scaling
multiplier (k), unique and equal to 16.44 (table 4). For a given woman, the score predicting
functional dependence is easily provided by summing the scaled rounded coefficients for her
observed risk factors (Cf. appendix).
The predictive value of this score was evaluated using the same sample of 545 women
observed for seven years and the independent sample of 807 women included by the Epidos
center of Toulouse. The c-statistic was equal respectively to 0.72 and 0.71, indicating a good
level of prediction.
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DISCUSSION
Relevant Targeted Population

Our study is limited to women aged 75 years or over. This segment of the population
Hal author manuscript

represents an interesting target for intervention. Women represent the largest proportion of the
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higher in women, indicating a longer time spent in disability. This is consistent with several

elderly and their patterns of functional decline seem to be different from the men. Concerning
light disability measured with the IADL indicator and lower body physical ability score, it is
suggested that if incidence rates are roughly equal in both genders, the prevalence rates are

studies demonstrating that both recovery and death rates are lower for women than for men
[13]. Women with light disability seem to outlive men from 75 to 85 years to the oldest ages,
and for that reason they are at higher risk of developing severe disability in the very old ages
[14].
In the age group of our study the life expectancy is still high (13 and 6.5 years for respectively
the 75 and 85 year old French women). However as functional decline had begun among
some subjects we needed to select a sample of women free of disability for two consecutive
years to ensure that we studied incident disability only. Our high-functioning sample is
therefore closer to a younger age group. Further studies are necessary to define the age class
in which the screening of at risk subjects would be the most cost-effective. This optimal age
interval is likely to be between 65 and 75 years but it will tend to shift upwards with increase
in life expectancy.
Definition of disability onset

Several instruments are currently used to assess functional limitation. Since our purpose was
to predict the early stage of dependency, the IADL scale was preferred. Wolinsky et al. [15]
showed that deterioration in IADL functioning is a strong predictor of future decline. This
outcome seems more suitable to our goal than the Katz's ADL scale that was demonstrated to
only capture disability at the extreme end of the process and to be thus unable to discriminate
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levels of disability in community populations where the prevalence of ADL disability tends to
be low [16].
The loss of IADL has both a cognitive and motor origin [17]. In particular complex activities
Hal author manuscript

(handling money, phone use, self-medication) were demonstrated to be correlated with
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One of the strengths of this study is the longitudinal design with outcomes measured yearly

cognitive impairment [18]. Our score is therefore predictive of global disability including
cognitive impairment.
Powerful Fitting Method

over a seven-year period with minimal loss to follow-up. Even though our sample is not very
large (n=545), the number of repeated evaluations by subject and the use of a powerful model
allow us to detect numerous risk factors. To our knowledge it is the first time that a random
effect model for binary responses is used to predict disability in elderly people. The statistical
methods (Cox models) analyzing the time to disability onset cannot be used, as the proportion
of women who reverse from disability (28 percent) is very high. Several authors [19, 20] used
random effect models or generalized estimating equations (GEE) models but they considered
the outcome as a normally distributed response. In general the scores measuring disability are
finite ordinal scales, positively skewed, and they cannot be considered as quantitative.
Compared to GEE, we advocated [11] that the random effect model for binary response is
more suitable and has interesting advantages.
Hierarchy Between The Frailty Components

Firstly, our statistical analysis modeled the impact of time on disability occurrence. Every
additional year brings a marked increase in the probability of being dependent. Moreover
we found an interaction between age at entry and time: the risk of disability is accelerated in
the oldest women.
Our final model also gives the relative weight of baseline risk factors in predicting disability
during the following seven years. This combination of predictors may be seen as a physical
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frailty score. Physical frailty was defined as a physiological state of increased vulnerability to
stressors that results from decreased physiological reserves of multiple physiological systems
[21,22]. In community dwelling people this frailty state is often asymtomatic because the
Hal author manuscript

individuals use high compensatory strategies. This instable equilibrium can be easily broken
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stresses and suggested four essential reserve capacities: musculoskeletal function, aerobic

by minimal environmental challenges.
Clinical experts and geriatricians have proposed various criteria for defining frailty. Campbell
et al [23] defined frailty as a loss of the person's capability to withstand minor environmental

capacity, cognitive function and nutritional state. Fried et al [24] introduced the concept of
"frailty syndrome" based on five domains: nutrition (loss of weight), muscle strength (grip
test), endurance (exhaustion), mobility (walking speed) and physical activity. During the last
decade, three other domains have often been cited in the literature: balance, motor processing
(speed of movement, coordination) and cognition [4,25].
Our large screening of potential factors in a prospective study confirms the important role of
five of these dimensions and establishes the following hierarchy: mobility (gait speed and
chair stand), balance (tandem position test), nutrition (BMI), muscle strength (grip test) and
physical activity. We also found a marked impact of perceived health (self-rated health and
fear of falling) on the probability of becoming dependent. Several authors also found an
association of perceived health with mortality [26], or chronic conditions [27], or functional
capacity loss [28], or physical inactivity [29]. But, except for mortality, this association was
demonstrated in cross-sectional studies and interpreted as a consequence of physical
deterioration. In contrast, our findings suggest that poor perceived health increases the risk of
later physical limitations. At last, women with low educational level were found to be
significantly more at risk of becoming disabled. This finding is supported by other results
[30]. Low educational level may be interpreted as a proxy for characteristics such as low
income or adverse life conditions or limited access to prevention programs.
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The nutritional dimension of the frailty syndrome is usually defined as a shrinking process
and identified by a low body weight or a lean mass loss [24]. By contrast, in the univariate
analysis we found a positive association between the risk of disability and body weight, BMI,
Hal author manuscript

fat body mass and gain of weight from the age of 30 years. The prospective work of Launer et
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shaped risk curve found for the relation between BMI and mortality [32] is also relevant here,

al [31] suggests that high BMI and weight loss are risk factors for decreased mobility in
elderly women. In our cohort there are few women with low BMI. Further studies are needed
to identify the mechanism through which BMI may affect disability and to test whether the J

particularly in later functional dependence.
In the Epidos cohort cognitive impairment was not evaluated at inclusion and therefore this
domain is not present in our final score. However in this highly selected group, no diagnosis
of moderate or severe dementia was reported at baseline and cognitive impairment if present
is likely to be mind.
In our analysis, risk factors such as history of depression, heart disease, cancer or body mass
density, were not found to be predictive of disability in contradiction with some crosssectional analyses [33]. This finding suggests that functional performance tests are more
relevant for evaluating reserve capacities than screening of chronic diseases. Similarly
variables concerning baseline food intakes were also non significant in our cohort but the
questionnaire focused mainly on calcium intake and probably lacked exhaustiveness.
Applicability of the Predictive Score

We present a predictive score using an integer-based linear combination of risk factors. The
good correspondence between the predicted and observed disability status in an independent
sample suggests that the scale can provide accurate risk evaluation. However it may be
worthwhile to validate our score by measuring the misclassification rate in new cohorts of
subjects.
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An important requirement for the practical use of a predictive score is its simplicity in order to
ensure its applicability in various settings. Fortunately the selected predictors in the final
model are very simple to collect. They are a combination of self-reported data and objective
Hal author manuscript

measures particularly easy to implement, even by non-clinical health care workers.
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disability. The predictive score computed thus has considerable practical value for clinicians

Furthermore scaling and rounding equation coefficients to integers contributes to this
simplicity.
Our study attempts to quantify physical frailty viewed as a physiological precursor of

and public health professionals: it can be used to select subjects apparently in good health but
who are at risk of becoming disabled and to which can then be recommended a well-designed
physical training program in order to postpone dependence.
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TABLE 1: Comparison of women included in the analysis versus those excluded because of
missing data
Parameters

Included in the analysis
(n = 545)

With missing data
(n = 146)

p value*

Hal author manuscript

Age in years [median (IQR)]
Body mass index in kg/m2 [mean (SD)]

79 (76-81)

80 (77-82)

< 0.005

25.2 (3.8)

25.9 (4.0)

0.05

Healthier

43.3

34.1

As healthy

55.0

65.9

1.7

0.0

0.04

inserm-00108731, version 1

Living at home (%)

92.7

95.2

0.22

Educational level: primary school (%)

46.8

43.0

0.41

Hospitalized during the previous year (%)

15.6

18.6

0.38

History of cancer (%)

19.8

21.9

0.57

History of cardiovascular disease (%)

26.4

23.3

0.44

2.1

0.38

Comparative health (%)

Less healthy

History of depression (%)
0.9
*Wilcoxon's test, or Student t-test, or Chi 2 test, or Fisher's exact test.
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TABLE 2: Description of the data by year of assessment (n=545)
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Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

542

525

498

438

413

432

1

8

15

13

15

11

2

11

23

70

80

50

IADL > 0

22.1

27.4

33.7

36.3

42.4

52.1

IADL > 1

10.0

10.7

18.1

17.8

27.9

33.8

IADL > 2

5.4

5.7

10.2

12.1

19.4

24.1

Median

1.98

2.97

3.94

4.96

6.06

6.99

Range

1.95-2.37

2.95-3.26

3.90-4.26

4.89-5.89

5.92-6.87

6.91-7.59

Number of women with
disability assessment
Number of deaths for the
preceding year
Number of women without
disability assessment
Percent of disabled women

Time since inclusion (years)
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TABLE 3a: Univariate models, time and age-adjusted odds-ratios
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MOBILITY
Gait speed (m/sec)
< 0.78
0.78 – 1.0
≥ 1.0
Number of steps to walk 6m
< 11
11 – 13
≥ 13
Time to complete five chair stands (sec)
< 9.6
9.6 – 13
≥ 13
BALANCE
Time to complete 10 foot taps (sec)
< 4.25
4.25 – 6.6
≥ 6.6
Time to stand in tandem position (sec)
0
0.1 – 5
≥5
Difficulty in performing a tandem walk
Able to do 4 consecutive tandem steps
Unable without stepping off
Unable
STRENGTH
Grip strength (Kpa)
< 47
47 - 61
≥ 61
Quadriceps strength (Newton/lower leg length in
cm)
3.52
3.52 – 4.95
≥ 4.95
Visual acuity
≤4
>4
*
p < 0.05
**
p < 0.01
***
p < 0.001
****
p < 0.0001

Odds-ratio

95% Confidence Interval

6.31****
2.32**
1

3.26, 12.19
1.32, 4.08

1
1.01
5.31****

0.50, 2.05
2.43, 11.59

1
2.35**
7.62****

1.30, 4.24
3.86, 15.04

1
2.05*
5.35****

1.14, 3.67
2.75, 10.43

6.07****
1.74
1
1
1.27
8.36***

2.86, 12.88
1.00, 3.01

0.74, 2.17
2.70, 25.91

2.81**
1.36
1

1.43, 5.52
0.77, 2.40

2.69**
1.50
1

1.38, 5.24
0.85, 2.66

1.77
1

0.97, 3.26
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TABLE 3b: Univariate models, time and age-adjusted odds-ratios
Odds-ratio
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BODY COMPOSITION
Weight (kg)
< 53
53 – 65
≥ 65
Lean mass/body mass
< 0.54
0.54 – 0.63
≥ 0.63
Fat mass/body mass
< 0.31
0.31 – 0.40
≥ 0.40
Boby mass index (kg/m2)
< 22.8
22.8 – 27.6
≥ 27.6
Waist/hip circumference
< 0.81
0.81 – 0.90
≥ 0.90
Weight change from the age of 30 yrs(kg)
<0
0 – 12
≥ 12
BMI change from the age of 30 yrs(kg/m2)
<2
2 –7
≥7
Physical activity (MET/week)
< 6.9
6.9– 36.6
≥ 36.6
Educational level
Primary school
> primary school
PERCEIVED HEALTH
Self-rated health
Bad or very bad
Good or very good
Compared health / women of same age
As or less healthy
Healthier
Fear of falling
Yes
No
*
p < 0.05
**
p < 0.01
***
p < 0.001
****
p < 0.0001

95% Confidence Interval

1
0.94
2.02*

0.52, 1.70
1.02, 3.98

1
0.45**
0.35**

0.25, 0.80
0.18, 0.69

1
1.09
2.87**

0.61, 1.93
1.52, 5.42

1
0.87
2.97**

0.49, 1.54
1.55, 5.70

1
1.40
1.82

0.79, 2.48
0.93, 3.58

1
1.02
2.02*

0.56, 1.85
1.02, 4.02

1
1.10
2.15*

0.62, 1.95
1.09, 4.24

3.53***
1.58
1

1.78, 7.01
0.90, 2.79

2.33***
1

1.46, 3.72

7.26**
1

2.01, 26.25

2.42***
1

1.51, 3.90

2.57****
1

1.61, 4.12
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TABLE 4: Multivariate model and the derived simplified model (with rounded/scaled
coefficients)
Final model

Hal author manuscript

Scaled and
rounded
coefficient
(k=16.44)*
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Parameter

Odds-ratio

95% Confidence
Interval

Time since baseline evaluation (years)

0.38

1.46

1.33, 1.60

6

Age† * Time since baseline evaluation
MOBILITY
Gait speed (m/sec)
< 0.78
Time to complete five chair stand (sec)
9.6 – 13
≥ 13
PERCEIVED HEALTH
Self-rated health
Bad or very bad
Fear of falling
BALANCE
Time to stand in tandem position (sec)
0
0.1 – 5
NUTRITION
Boby mass index (kg/m2)
≥ 27.6
MUSCLE STRENGTH
Grip strength (Kpa)
< 47
≥ 47
Physical activity (MET/week)
< 6.9
Educational level
Primary school
* k: scaling coefficient
† years over 74

0.03

1.03

1.02, 1.05

1

1.04, 2.98

9

0.57

1.76

0.48
1.23

1.61
3.41

0.92, 2.82
1.74, 6.67

8
20

1.25
0.46

3.47
1.58

1.07, 11.33
1.01, 2.46

20
7

1.11
0.33

3.04
1.39

1.49, 6.21
0.83, 2.34

18
5

0.89

2.43

1.48, 3.98

15

0.58
1

1.78

1.07, 2.95

9

0.51

1.67

0.99, 2.82

8

0.45

1.57

1.02, 2.44

7
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Appendix
Score
25

30 35

40 45

50

55

60

65

70

75 80

85

90 95

100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 165
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0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.16 0.21 0.26 0.32 0.39 0.47 0.54 0.62 0.69 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.88 0.91 0.93 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99

Risk
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For example, a 78 years old woman, free of disability, with a grip strength < 47 Kpa, a BMI ≥
27.6, bad self-rated health and who has fear of falling, will have, 3 years later, a score = 6*(3
years since baseline) + (4 years over 74 years old * 3 years since baseline) + 9 (grip strength)
+ 15 (BMI) + 20 (self-rated health) + 7 (fear of falling) = 81 which corresponds to a risk for
dependency = 0.39.
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